Grenade Salad
Grenade Salad is a light-weight tactical combat game in which
soldiers (cubes) battle it out in an open playing field in the
middle of the table.

Setup:

area as a grenade (one tile), and all soldiers in the area are killed.

Give each player his set of cubes (soldiers)

Killed soldiers are taken by the player who killed them, and are
counted as points at the end of the game.

At a glance:

Take 5 soldiers from each player, shake them up in your hands,
and drop them in the middle of the table. Take a few attempts to
find the right height to make the drop. You want the soldiers to
be clustered fairly close together, but not all in one heap.

2-4 players

Shuffle the deck and deal 5 cards to each player

30 minutes

Play:

Complexity: medium

The sequence of play is quite simple:

Components used:

1. Move one soldier. Any soldier can move in any direction on the
table. Maximum movement distance is the width of a tile.

All 54 cards
20 cubes pr player

2. Play up to two cards from your hand, carry out their effects in
turn

1 tile (for measuring distances)

3. Draw new cards from the deck to replenish your hand up to five

Play continues until the deck is empty. At this point play can
continue as long as players are still able to play cards. The
exception is that you are not allowed to play the “three circles”
card during this time. If you can not play a card (for instance if you
hold a mine, or a close combat card but have no targets in range),
you may pass, but you are still allowed to move a soldier. You may
play again in a later turn if the situation has changed. If all players
pass in sequence, i.e. are unable to play any cards, then the game
ends.
Winner:
The game ends when all players have played all their cards from
hand, or they have passed. Living soldiers on the table count as 3
points, and all killed soldiers count as one point each. The winner
is the player with the most points. In case of a draw, the player
with most soldiers in reserve wins.

Card effects:
Map pointer: Place one single soldier at any exact
location on the table.
Three Circles: Drop three soldiers onto the middle of
the battlefield (table)
Crossed Swords: Close combat attack – One of your
soldiers can kill an opponents soldier, if the space
between them is less than the width of a cube.
Arrow: Sniper attack – One of your soldiers can kill an
opponents soldier anywhere on the table, as long as
there is an unobstructed line of sight between them.
Explosion: Grenade – One of your soldiers can throw
a grenade. Throwing distance is the width of a tile.
The impacted area equals the area of a tile, within
which all soldiers are killed.
Footpath: Mine – Played on your opponents turn.
Whenever an opponent has placed, dropped or
moved a soldier, you can play this card and state that
the soldier has stepped on a mine. This explosion covers the same
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Make Way!
Make Way! is a game of territorial strategy for two players.
Starting on opposite sides of the board, players use cards to
advance their pieces forward. Conflict is inevitable, as your pieces
can be pushed back by an advancing opponent, and the key lies
in choosing the time and place to bring in reinforcements.

Moving or pushing horisontally off the side of the board means
the piece will enter in the same space on the opposite side.
When all cards have been played, deal 9 more cards for another
round. After two rounds, shuffle the deck and play two more
rounds.
Example of play:
Playing the Hammers, the red player can
make one of three moves. She can move
the piece in the Hammers column one
step forward, or any of the two in the
Bricks column to the left into the
Hammers row. If moving the top piece left,
the blue piece currently occupying the
Hammers will be pushed left onto the
Wheel.

At a glance:
2 players
15 minutes
Complexity: low
Winner:

All 36 tiles

After 4 rounds (36 turns) the game ends. Count the number of
tiles for each piece from the tile it is currently placed and
backwards to your starting row. So a piece in tile 4 scores 4
points. If one of the opponents pieces block the way, you do not
score more points. Sum up the points for all pieces, and the player
with the highest score is the winner.

10 cubes for each of two
players
Setup:
Create a 6×6 board where
each row has 6 tiles with the
same symbol.
Shuffle the deck and deal 9 cards to each player.
Play:
On your turn you play one card to move a piece into a square
with the same symbol as the card you played, adhering to the
following movement rules:
A piece on the board can move one space forward or one space
sideways
A new piece can enter the board at the first row of tiles closest to
you, or on a tile one space behind a piece already on the board
If there is another piece in the tile you are moving into, you push
this piece to the next tile. You can not perform this move if the
nest tile is occupied. You are not allowed to push your own pieces
forward on the board.
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24 tiles, 4 of each symbol
1 cube of each colour
All 54 cards
Setup:
Sort the tiles in three stacks with 6 different symbols in each.
Shuffle each stack and use one stack at a time to build a String
(line of tiles).
Shuffle the cards and deal 8 cards to each player.
Play:

Components used:

All 54 cards

Components used:

String of Beads
String of Beads is a fun little game testing the players ability to
identify the correct sequence in symbols and colours, and their
skill in planning ahead.

On your turn you may place one cube of the colour of your choice
on the Active Tile. When the game starts, the Active Tile is the first
tile in one end of the String. With each players turn, the Active Tile
shifts to the next tile in the String.
Now you must play one or more cards from your hand.
Starting with the Active Tile, you may play one card that matches
either the symbol of the tile or the colour of the cube you placed
on it. Then you can move to the previous tile in the String, and
play another card matching either colour or symbol. Continue
until you are unable or unwilling to play any more cards, or until
you have reached the last tile occupied by a cube. You are not
allowed to skip a tile, all the cards you play must correspond to an
unbroken string of tiles/cubes on the table.

At a glance:

At the end of your turn, draw two more
cards from the deck. Shuffle the played
cards into the deck when necessary.

2-6 players

Winner:

10 minutes

The first player to play all the cards in her
hand is the winner.

Complexity: low
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Crafty Explorers

Winner:

2: Place harvester

Crafty Explorers is a deck building game where you have to
explore new territory on the map/board in order to get the cards
you need to construct houses and populate them with craftsmen.

Place one of your cubes on any face up tile not already occupied.

At a glance:

Choose one of your harvesters on the board. Take the top card
from the deck matching the symbol on which the harvester is
placed. Limitation: One single harvester can not harvest twice in
the same turn.

Players: 2-4
Playing time: 30 min

3: Harvest

4: Build

Complexity: High

Play up to two cards from your hand to construct or improve one
building. The buildings are sets of cards that score points at the
end of the game, and they consist of two sections:

Components used:
All 54 cards
Tiles: 1 wood pr player. 1
more than the number of
players for all other
symbols.
5 cubes for each player
Setup:
Place 1 wood tile for each player face up in the middle of the
table. Shuffle the other tiles and place them face down to build a
board with the wood tiles on one end. Place one harvester (cube)
from each player on the wood tiles.
Sort the cards according to their symbol. Take out the three cards
with the number 1, shuffle the remaining, and place each stack
face up with the 1-cards on top.
Play:
On your turn, you can perform two actions. You chose which
actions to perform, and in which order, from the following
options:

– The House: A house is first constructed using two cards of
building material. The building materials are wood and stone, and
they can be used in any combination. A House can later be
improved by adding a water supply, consisting of one or more
water cards.

The game ends after 4 stacks of cards are empty. The current
player completes her turn, and then each player, including the
current, get one final turn.
Scoring:
Each building is worth the sum of all cards used.
An extra 5 points is awarded to the greatest craftsman of each
type, determined by the number of craftsman cards in any one
building (not the value). If multiple players are tied, they get 2
points each.
For each card in your buildings of your own colour, or black, you
get 1 extra point.
The winner is the player with the highest total points.

– The Craftsman: The House can be inhabited by one type of
Craftsman, illustrated by the different symbols. They are the
Wheelwright (wheel), the Smith (crossed hammers) and the
Fletcher (arrow). Any number of cards of one single type can be
added to a House, as long as the total value of the Craftsman
cards does not exceed the total value of the House cards
(including water)
You start building by placing the two wood/stone cards on the
table. They can overlap, but you need to see the numbers on each
card. The water cards are later added below, and may overlap as
well. The craftsman cards are added above the house cards, and
multiple cards can overlap in the opposite direction, so the House
and the Craftsman are separate but connected.
Building limitations: Two cards of any kind placed next to each
other in one building can not have a difference in value of more
than 2. So next to a 2-card you can only place a card valued 1, 2, 3
or 4.

1: Explore
Turn over one face down tile. Then take the top card from the
stack with the matching symbol. Limitation: You can only explore
a tile adjacent to a tile that has a harvester on it.
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The Gauntlet
The Gauntlet is a deadly race, where you want to be the first to
reach the end while avoiding being hammered by your
opponents and pelted with arrows. You have to climb over
obstacles using the appropriate cards, keep your shield up at the
right time, and maybe find a quiet spot to heal your wounds
when necessary.

Give the die to the starting player (determined randomly).
Play:
Each turn has 5 phases:
1: Roll the die.
The result is the number of movements each player must perform
this turn. If you roll 1 or 2, reroll the die.
2: Draw cards.
Starting with the starting player, and moving clockwise, each
player takes one face up card to their hand, and draws an
additional card from the deck. Continue until all players have
drawn four cards in total.

At a glance:
2-4 players
Playing time: 10 min
Complexity: medium
Components used:
All 36 tiles
All 54 cards (With 2 players,
use only 36 cards. Use the
cards with brown and pink
backgrounds. This gives you a
deck in which each symbol has
6 cards with values from 1
through 6.)

3: Planning.
Each player secretly selects three cards to play this turn. The cards
are placed face down on the table, in sequence from left to right.
One card from the hand is then discarded, so each player is back
to three cards in hand. Put the hand face down on the table.
4: Action phase.
The action phase is divided into three Steps, one for each card.
On each Step the players first take up their card, and state which
number is on the card. The player with the highest number goes
first, then the next highest, and so on. If players have the same
number, play start with the starting player and moves clockwise.

4 cubes pr player in their
colour
1 die

The player must now move and perform an action based on the
card she has played.

Setup:

Movement:

Sort the tiles and keep the Arrow, Brick and Lumber tiles face up.
Turn the rest face down. Use the tiles to build a track (Gauntlet)
for the players to navigate. Build it any way you want, and
experiment with different setups for every game.

You must move at least one space (not diagonally) each step, but
if the movement die shows more than 3 you can distribute this
movement as you choose between the three steps. You must
complete the total number of moves as shown on the die during
the turn. On the brown/blank tiles you can move freely. You can
never move onto a tile with an Arrow. You can only move onto a
tile with Brick og Lumber if you in this Step have played a card
with the corresponding symbol.

Place one cube from each player next to the start of the track,
give the three other cubes to each player. These are the players
Life Points.
Flip through the cards and find one Shield, Brick and Lumber for
each player. These cards should have values of 1 or 2, each player
receiving two 1’s and one 2. Shuffle the rest of the cards, turn up
three cards pr player, and leave the rest face down in a draw pile.
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Actions:

Swords: Attack!
You strike at an opponent in the same or directly
adjacent square. This player loses one life point,
unless she has played a Shield in this step.
Arrow: Fire!
All Arrows on the board fire in the direction they
are pointing. Any and all players currently placed in
the line of fire are hit, and lose one Life Point
(unless guarded by a Shield). Arrows will not pass
through Brick or Lumber, and players standing on
these tiles are also safe. It is possible to get hit by
two arrows at the same time, thus losing two Life Points.
Drop (of blood): Heal!
Return one Life Point. You cannot increase Life
Points beyond three.
Note: If you have lost all three life points, you must stand still for
an entire turn. You get three life points back at the start of this
turn, but you may also be attacked during this turn with no
chance to protect yourself. If you have Life Points left at the end
of the turn, you play the next turn as normal.
Shield: Protect!
This is a passive action. Having played this card
protects the player from all attacks during the
current step.
5: Turn end
The starting player gives the die to the next player on the left.
Turn up two new cards pr player from the deck. Shuffle when
necessary.
Winner:
The object of the game is to reach the end of the track and move
off the board. If several players reach the end during the same
Turn, the winner is the player with the most Life Points. If tied,
then the player who reached the end in the earliest Step wins.
Now build another and cooler Gauntlet and start over!

Brick and Lumber cards help you to move, the other
cards are different actions. You can choose to perform
these actions before or after you have moved.
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War 2.0

Winner:

This is a game of conflict and conquest, of claiming territory on
the map by attacking your opponents while trying to protect
what you have gained. The game has no randomness, instead
relying on psychology and bluffing to maintain the suspense
necessary for a engaging game of combat.

position, by placing one of her units on it. The other players
continue in clockwise turn until everyone has placed one. Then
the last player to place a unit chooses a second tile and places a
unit on it. This continues until everyone first has chosen 4 starting
tiles, and then for two more rounds where players place additional cubes into tiles they already own. When placing subsequent
units, they can not be placed on tiles directly adjacent to a tile
you have already chosen.

At a glance:

Now you are ready to start playing.

2-4 players

Play:

30 minutes

Each turn you perform three different actions in this order:

Complexity: Medium

Reinforcements:

Then they score extra points for controlling several different
symbols on the board. The first symbol you control gives you 1
extra point. The second type of symbol you control gives you an
additional 2 points. The third symbol gives you an additional 3
points. The fourth symbol gives you an additional 4 points (now
for 10 extra points in total), and so forth.

Components used:

Play 1 card for reinforcements The value on the reinforcement
card determines how many new units you may place on the
board, into tiles that you already own. Only one new unit pr tile.

All 36 tiles (fewer for
2-3-player games)
9 cards pr player (complete
set in one colour)
20 cubes in one colour pr
player
Setup:
Sort the tiles to get 3 of each symbol face up, and the rest face
down. Shuffle them around the table, and use them to build a
more or less random world map. Make sure the green (symbol)
tiles are evenly distributed throughout the world, and try to
create several continents/regions that all have at least two entry
points.
For a 2-player game, remove two symbols, and also 6 brown tiles.
For 3 players, remove one symbol and 3 brown tiles.
Give each player a set of cards in their colour. The six cards valued
1-3 are the players starting hand, while the cards 4-6 are kept
aside for later use.
Give each player their set of units (cubes).
Select starting player randomly. The player to the right of the
starting player now starts selecting one brown tile as starting
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The game ends when one player has depleted her hand after
having added the 6. This player can reclaim all cards in order to
defend against attacks, because now all other players get one
final turn before scoring.
Each player first scores 1 point for each and every tile they own.

Then they score an extra 5 points for each set of three of the same
symbol that they control.
The player with the highest score wins the game.

Movement:

Board/Map design:

Play 1 card for movement. The value on the movement card
determines from how many tiles you may move. Playing a 2
allows you to move one or more units from two different tiles.
Each unit moves individually, and they can go in separate
directions. Movement is handled one tile at a time, meaning that
the same units can move several times in one turn.

One of the fun things about this game is to create good world
maps before you start. This is also what keeps the game interesting, as the layout of the map will have a great impact on the flow
of the game and the strategy you choose. There are several things
to consider:

Attack:
Choose one tile which launches an attack into an adjacent tile.
Play one card face down and wait for your opponent to do the
same. Reveal the cards, then add the number of your units
involved to the value of your card. If the card has the same
symbol as the tile being attacked, add 1. Highest total wins, the
defender wins a draw. The loser removes one unit.
You may perform multiple attacks, as long as you still have cards
in hand.

- How compact do you want the map to be? You can make a tight
hexagonal grid which is only one big “island”, with no “oceans” in
between, or a more spacious world with separate “continents”
and narrow pathways.
- How do you group the symbols? Do you try to spread the equal
symbols out across the board, or group them together? The map
shown above has equal symbols spread out, which makes it
difficult to secure sets of 3, but perhaps easier to conquer 6
different symbols for the maximum bonus.

When you have played all cards from your hand, you take them all
back, and add one card of a higher value. That is, the first time
you add the 4, then the 5, and finally the 6 to your hand. You can
reclaim your cards this way if necessary to perform the Reinforcements or Movement action, or to defend yourself, but not to
perform the Attack action.
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Flick ‘n’ Grab
Flick ‘n’ Grab is a dexterity game where the players flick their
cubes across the table, and then grab the cards that match the
tiles they have reached.
At a glance:

Play:
Taking turns, the players flick one of their cubes to make it come
to rest on the staircase. When all players have flicked three cubes,
they collect cards based on their positions. Every cube resting on
a tile entitles the player to take the top card from the corresponding pile. For each symbol, start with the cube that is highest up on
the staircase and move downwards.

Players: 2-4
Playing time: 10 min
Complexity: Low
Components used:
All 36 tiles
All 54 cards
3 cubes pr player
Setup:
Sort the tiles by symbol, and split each symbol into three stacks
with one, two and three tiles respectively. Put all tile stacks next
to each other in three rows, the ones first, then the twos and then
the threes. This forms a staircase with three steps, each steps
containing six spaces with the six symbols. Put the staircase at
the far end of the table.
Sort the cards by symbol and shuffle each pile. Place them face
up next to the staircase.
Give each player three cubes of one colour.
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One round completed, time to grab cards! Green gets one arrow,
then yellow gets two, and then green gets one more. Blue gets a
wheel, and red gets a wheel and a drop. One blue cube has a
corner barely onto the first wheel tile, so this should probably
give her a card as well.
When all players have received cards for all their successful cubes,
a new round starts. Change the starting player from the previous
round.
Winner:
The game ends when, after grabbing cards, at least two of the
card piles are empty. Players add up the numbers on the cards
they have collected, and the winner is the player with the highest
total.
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Flower Garden

In your garden:

In Flower Garden you compete to create the most beautiful
garden. Play your cards in the shop to acquire flowers, or use
them to create beds to plant you flowers in. And make sure you
get all your flowers planted, or they will dry out and reduce your
score.

Place one single card in front of you to make a bed for flowers.
Now you must place flowers onto the card equal to the colour
and the number of the card (e.g.if you play a red 4, pace 4 red
flowers on it). You can not play a card in your garden if you do not
have the flowers to fill it up.

At a glance:

After playing cards, you replenish your hand by drawing as many
cards as you played. Shuffle the discard pile when necessary.

2-5 players

Now it’s the next players turn.

30 minutes

NOTE: White and black cards are wild, and count as any one
colour in the shop or in your garden.

Complexity: medium

Winner:
The game ends immediately when either:

Components used:
All cards
All cubes
Setup:
Shuffle the cards and deal 8 to each player. Keep the rest as a
draw pile.
The cubes are the Flowers. Keep them in a pile within reach, and
sort them by colour to make things easier.
Select a starting player.

The draw pile is emptied for the second time, or
Two coloured piles of flowers are completely empty.
Players receive one point for each flower they have planted, and
lose one point for each flower they have not planted. The player
with the highest score is the winner.

Play:
In your turn, you must play one or more cards, either in the shop,
or in your garden, OR you can choose to not play any cards and
instead discard up to four cards and draw new ones.
In the shop:
Play one or more cards with identical symbols. The cards must be
played in descending order, from the highest to the lowest
number printed on the cards. You are allowed to start a new row
or to continue an existing row, as long as your card(s) have the
same symbol and are of lower or equal value to the lowest card
already in place. Numbers can be skipped (so playing 4-3-1 is
allowed), and you can play several cards of the same value (e.g.
4-3-1-1).
After you have played your cards, count the number of cards in
the row, this is how many flowers you get. Check the colour of the
lowest card (i.e. the last one you played), this is the colour of the
flowers you get. Take your flowers from the pile.
Now see if the row you played cards to has two cards of the same
number in it (for instance 3-1-1 or 5-2-2-1). If it does, then the
whole row is placed in the discard pile.
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Scoring example: 6+2+3+6+2-3 = 16
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Grid Squid

Components used:

Grid Squid is a simple game of territorial control where you play
cards in order to place cubes on the corresponding symbols.
Anyone can create rows of cubes to score some points, but you
need both luck and skill to create a Squid!

12 cubes pr player

At a glance:

All cards of the corresponding symbols

2-4 players

Setup:

15 minutes

Create a rectangular board with the available tiles (5×3 with 2
players, 5×4 with 3 and 5×5 with 4 players).

Complexity: Low

5 tiles of each symbol, include one more symbol than the number
of players

Give each player 12 cubes in their selected colour.
Shuffle the cards and deal 5 to each player.
Select starting player randomly.
Play:
Taking turns, each player plays one card from hand to place one
cube on a tile with the same symbol as the card played. If you
want to place cubes on a tile already occupied by another player,
you must place one more cube than the opponent has in that
space. Your opponent will get her cube(s) back to be reused.
When all players have played their 5 cards, everyone scores
points:

First scoring: Each player only scores 1 point, but yellow needs
only to close the gap in the top row to complete a squid, which
would have scored 1+2+2 points. Red can achieve the same by
capturing the center space currently occupied by yellow.
“Advanced” rule:
For more tactics and less pure chance, deal two extra cards to
each player. Still only play 5 cards in each round, the extra cards
are there just to increase the players’ options.

1 point for 3 of your cubes in a row (straight line)
2 points for 4 in a row
3 points for 5 in a row
2 extra points for a “Squid”, that means two rows crossing each
other. You get points for both rows as normal. So one row of 3
crossing a row of 4 means 1+2+2=5 points
Now return any exess cubes to their owner, so that there is only
one cube in any single tile.
Deal 5 new cards to each player (shuffle when needed), and start
over, shifting the starting player to the right.
Winner:
After 3 complete rounds (total 15 cards played) the game ends
and the player with the highest total score is the winner.
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The Factory

The Factory is worker placement game developed for the Green
Box but obviously inspired by the classic mechanics of the genre.
Place your workers wisely across a range of options, and compete
in auctions with the other players to gain access to resources and
the right to produce goods.

Factory Floor: Place here to get Manufactured Goods at the end
of the round. Only one player can occupy one tile, but if a second
player places more Workers into a tile than is already present,
then the present workers are returned to their owner. The Factory
Floor is resolved when all Workers are placed, and

1. The Head Office: The auction determines the new turn order,
i.e. the player winning the auction becomes first player and so on.
2. The Machine Shop: In auction order, each player takes one
Machine from the ones available face up. If ALL players have
entered this auction, then the winner of the auction can take one
additional Machine.

At a glance:

Components used:

3. The Factory Floor: The winner of each
Machine (tile) can take one card of Manufactured Goods matching the symbol on the tile.
Turn order at the Head Office decides who
goes first when
there are more tiles with the same symbol.

All cards
All tiles
11 cubes pr player

4. The Recruitment Center: The winner of the
auction gets 2 new Workers of her colour, the
other players get 1.

Setup:

Phase 3: Cleanup and prepare for next
round

2-4 players
45 minutes
Complexity: High

Sort out 12 tiles with 2
of each symbol, place
one of each face up,
and the 6 remaining in
a face down stack. This is the Factory Floor. Shuffle the remaining
tiles, place 6 face up and the rest in a draw pile. This is the
Machine Shop. Shuffle the deck and turn up 20 cards on the
table. The rest form a draw pile. These are the Manufactured
Goods. Give each player 4 cubes of his or her chosen colour.
These are the Workers. Place 6 more cubes of each colour in a
joint pile. This is the Recruitment Center. Take one additional
cube of each colour, and draw a random turn order from these.
Lets call this the Head Office.
Play:
The goal of the game is to produce Goods (that means collect
cards) to score points. You produce Goods by placing Workers
(cubes) on Machines (tiles) either in your possession or on the
Factory Floor.
Phase 1: Place Workers
In turn order, players each turn place one or more Workers into
one area.
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All Workers used are returned to their respective owner.
Machine Shop:Place here to be able to get Personal Production
Machines. This is one field with a single auction that is resolved
when all Workers are placed. The final selection order is
determined by the number of Workers each player has placed,
and the order in which they were placed.
Personal Production Machines: After you have bought Machines
from the Machine Shop, each Machine can be used once every
turn. Place a Worker on the Machine to *immediately* produce
goods, i.e. take a card from the table with the same symbol as
your Machine.
Recruitment Center: Place here to recruit more workers. Single
auction like the Machine Shop.
The Head Office: Place here to affect turn order. Single auction.
Phase 2: Resolve Stations
Resolve all stations in the following order:
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New Machines are turned up in the Machine Shop for a total of 6
available Machines.
One new Machine is turned up to expand the Factory Floor.
New Goods Cards are turned up for a total of 20 available Goods.
Winner
The game ends when either the last of the 6 available new
Machines for the Factory Floor has been turned up, OR when
there are not enough cards to replenish the table up to 20. Then
one last round is played, and then scores are calculated.
Scoring:
Cards are worth the value printed on the card
3 cards of the same colour are worth 5 bonus points
5 cards of the same colour are worth a total of 10 bonus points.
The winner is the player with the highest total score.
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Fawlty Towers

This simple game aims to blend tactical choices with dexterity,
and requires you to balance the risk of stacking cubes on the
tallest tower against the reward of getting the highest valued
cards on the table. (And yes, the name is a tribute to John Cleese
and Connie Booth)
At a glance:
2-8 players
30 minutes
Complexity: Low
Components used:

Setup:

All cards

Shuffle the cards and place 4 columns of 6 cards face up on the
table. Put the rest of the deck on one side which will be the “top”
of the 4 columns.

All cubes

Take one cube of each colour and place them near the cards as
the base of 4 towers to be built. The towers are not related to the
columns of cards. Keep the rest of the cubes available in a
common pile.
Play:
Taking turns, each player takes one cube of their choice and
places it on top of one of the 4 towers. After placing the cube, the
player is allowed to take a card from the table of the same colour
as the placed cube. You can always take the bottom card of any
column, but in order to take a card higher up you must make sure
the tower you build on includes one cube of the corresponding
colour for each card in the column below the one you want to
take.
So if you want the fifth card from a column, and this is red. The
four other cards below include one yellow, two blues and a green.
To get the red card, you must place a red cube onto a tower that
already contains at least one yellow, two blue and one green
cube, in any order. If no such tower exists you have no way of
getting the red card this round.
Special rules for white and black cards: Both black and white
count as wild colours, meaning they can be taken regardless of
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which colour cube you placed. For the white cards, you can also
use any colour in a tower in order to move past the white card to
take a card higher up. The black cards, however, you can not
move past. So while you can take a black card in the normal way,
you can not take any card higher up in the column before the
black card has been taken.
If any cubes fall off the tower, then the whole tower must be
removed from the table. You are then allowed to place a single
cube on the table as the base of a new tower, and to take a card
of the corresponding colour from the bottom of any column.
Once a player has taken a card, the other card in the column are
moved down, and a new card is added to the top.
Winner:
The game ends when two of the columns are empty. Then each
player sums up their score:
Each card is worth points equal to the printed number on the
card.
Each set of 3 equal symbols is worth 5 bonus points, and each set
of 5 symbols is worth a total of 10 bonus points.
Variation:
For a simpler game, remove all black cards from the deck before
you start.
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Jump Gate

You are the captain of a cargo ship making pickup rounds across
the universe. Roll the die to reach new planets with cargo to pick
up, pass through jump gates that send you into different parts of
the galaxy, and play cards to move forwards or backwards if you
don’t end up exactly where you wanted to.
At a glance:

If you land on a Planet with one of your Cargo Crates beside it,
pick it up and remove it from the game.

Play:
Taking turns, players move their Ship around the track to pick up
their own cubes. Roll the die and move the according number of
spaces in clockwise direction.
If you land on a Jump Gate you *must* move forward to the next
space with the same symbol.

2-4 players

If you have passed through a Jump Gate, or if you landed on a
Planet without a Crate to pick up, you may play one of your cards.
You may then move forwards or backwards the exact number of
spaces as indicated by the number on the card. If you now land
on a Jump Gate, move to the next. If you land on a Planet with a
Crate to collect then you may do so. You are not allowed to play
more than one card during one turn.
Winner:

30 minutes

The first player to remove all her Cargo Crates from the board is
the winner.

Complexity: Low
Components used:
All tiles
17 cubes pr player
9 cards pr player (of the same colour)
One die
Setup:
Build a square track, each side 10 tiles
long. On each side there will be 4 green
tiles (Jump Gates) and 4 brown tiles
(Planets), plus brown corners. Sort the
tiles by symbol to find Jump Gates. You
need 4 each of 2 symbols plus 2 each of
4 symbols. Turn the rest of the tiles face
down (brown side up). Create the track
so that each side has one of each of the
symbols with 4 tiles, and two different
symbols of the rest.
Place one cube (Cargo Crates) from
each player next to each brown tile.
Place one cube for each player to move
in separate corners (The Ship).
Sort the cards by colour and give each
player a full set of 9 cards in their colour.
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All Your Base

In AD 2101, war was beginning… Build up your base and install
the correct hardware and software on your defence stations to
prepare for the oncoming attack. In this game for up to 6 players
you play cards from your hand to perform one of three actions,
and pass the cards you don’t need to the next player.
At a glance:

Shuffle the deck and deal 10 cards to each player (or 9 in a
6-player game). See below for special rules for 2 (or 3) players.
Play:
In the beginning, play can be more or less simultaneous. Each
turn each player will play two cards, select two cards to keep, and
then pass the rest to the next player on the left.
Playing cards, each card can be used for one of three actions:

2-6 players
30 minutes
Complexity: High
Components used:
All cards (depending on number of players)
All cubes
All tiles (depending on number of players)
Setup:
Sort the tiles (Defence Stations) by symbol. Include a number of
tiles with each symbol equal to one more than the number of
players. So with 5-6 players you use all the tiles. Put the sorted
stacks face up in the middle of the table.
Put all the cubes (Hardware) in a common draw pile beside the
tiles.

1: Build a Defence Station, by taking a tile with the same symbol
as the card you played and placing it in front of you.

Scoring example, from the left:
(4+3), (6+0), (6+0), (2+3), 6 and 0, for a total of 30 points.

2: Install Hardware, by taking a cube of the same colour as the
border of the card you played and placing it onto one of your
Defence Stations. You can place several pieces of Hardware on
one Station, but it must be placed immediately and may not be
moved later.

Special rules for 2 (or 3) players

3: Install Software, by placing the card directly in front of one of
your Defence Stations, making sure the symbol on the card
matches the Station. The colour of the card does not have to
match the installed Hardware, although that will score you more
points. You can upgrade the Software on a Station by discarding
the previously placed card and placing a new one.
Play continues until the players have no more cards in hand. Note
that in the final turns when each player has 4 or less cards in hand
there will be no cards to send.
When everyone has played all their cards, the Phase ends and
each player counts their score. Then *all* cards are returned to
the deck, shuffled and dealt again for a new phase.
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During setup, deal only 6 cards to each player. Each turn, each
player now plays two cards, keeps two, sends two to the next
player, and then draws two new cards from the deck. A Phase still
ends after 10 cards have been played by each player. The 3-player
game can be played either like this or with the standard rules.
Advanced deck preparation for 2-4 players
Since not all cards will come into play, you can give the game a
feeling of escalation by removing the highest valued cards from
the first phase.
– In a 4-player game, remove all 5s and 6s. Then after the first
Phase, take out 4 random cards from the starting deck and add in
the six 5s. After Phase two, remove 6 more random cards and add
in the six 6s.

Winner:

– In a 3-player game, remove 4s as well. Add the 4s for the second
Phase, removing 6 random cards. Then add the 5s and 6s,
removing 12 more cards.

The game ends after three complete Phases have been played,
and the winner is the player with the highest total score from all
phases combined.

– In a 2-player game, remove the 3s as well. Add the 3s and 4s for
Phase 2, removing 12 random cards. Add the 5s and 6s for Phase
3, removing 12 more random cards.

Scoring:
– Each piece of Software scores points equal to the number
printed on the card
– Each piece of Hardware scores 3 points if, and only if, it matches
the border colour of the Software card played on the same
Station. A white card will match any and all pieces of Hardware,
whereas a black card will never match any.

“How Are You, Gentlemen!! All Your Base Are Belong To Us!”
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The phrase originates from an “engrish” translation of a japanese video
game, and has been an internet phenomenon since 1998. See the full
sequence and learn more at http://www.allyourbasearebelongtous.com/
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